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ON THE eet Nee (May 97 

by pray ARS Ya} 
ASSASSINATION OF” PRESTDENT KENNUDY 

Washington, D. Cc. 

Tuesday, dune 23, 1964. 

The President's Commission ‘et » pursuant to notice, av 

10:00 a.m., at 200 Maryland Avenue, Northeast, Washington, D. C., 

Chief Jystice Karl Warren, presiding. 

PRESENE :. 

Chief Justice Earl Warren, Chairman 

Representative Gerald Rk, lord, Member 

Allen W, Dulles, Member 

J, Lee Rankin, General Counsel ~ DEGLASSIFIED 

Authority. a Dee MET 
Aipert 16 Associate sel in 4 ay Albert Jenner, Associate Counsel wr IO, ans var to[le(2¥ 
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7 J ARS IPP Members present: Chicf Justice Waren and Representative 

DECLACSHTIED 
Tord. ) . 

/ : Authority=Ss A 0.6 26 S- aI. e() u [ae 

The Chairman. Ca the record, By (ANY, vans vate. Le felI9 

[— Rep. Ford. Mr. Chief Justice, I received last Ieiday a number 

of these drafts, and Lf nave Looked over several of them, And 

the one entitled "Lee Rarvey Cswald's Life in Russia", carly 

= oreparations and so forth, about 170 some pages -~ in tne first 

120 or 130 pages, IL noticed at least 10 references, as FT recall, 

to Mr. Mesenko 's views. 

Pirst, to my knowledge, we nave never had Mr. Mesenko before 

the Commission, now have we taken depositions oe have I seen 

any J'.B.I. or C.L.A. reports on him. 

If we are going to use what-he says ~~ LF will tell you in- 

' minute why I don't think we should ~~ we ought to have, the 

embers of the Commission, the basis upon which these statements 

are included in the proposed draft. 

Secondly, t: have been led to believe, by people who I believe 

know, that there is a scone question about the reliability of 

Mr. Mesenko being a bona fide defector. 

Now, if he is not a bona fide defector, thenvader no cedeeun- 

stances enould we use anything that he says about Oswald or 

aa eiing else in our record. And even if he is subsequently 

proven to be a bona fide defector, I would have grave questions 

about the utilization of what he says concerning oswald. 

{At this point, Mr. Dulles entered the hearing room.) 
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; . meee 
Rep.Vord. Now, -- ae ee Et ‘ eS ERE 

. p* 2d keriMay 473s 

Jhe Chaivman. Or anybody else. by ARS ¢/2a/7s— 

Rep. Tord. Ov anybody else. 

f£ cannot help -- I feel so strongly about this vhat I Just 

think chat the Commission has got to make a decision on it, 

Lohave a very strong susplelon - and I cannot document it 

any more than we can document what he Bays here about the Oswald 

case -~ that Me. Mesenko could very well be a plent oars not only 

for other PRENERB, put for the Oswald case, end if he Is | 

unvelilable for other reasons, he could be thoroughly unreliable 

as far as Oswald is concerned, It would be a very casy thing for 

the Soviet Union to plant him here for a dual purpose -~ one for 

other reasons, and one to extricate themselves from any Lnplica- 

tion in the assassination. 

And, for these reasons , ZL think the Commission ought to take 

up, one, whether we ought to get more inforriation about 

Mesenko ~~ as far as I know, we have none, except rumor and 

BO forth, And, secondly, whether even 1f we got more informatlon 

from him in direct cestilmony or deposition, whether we ought 

to use it under any circumstances at the present time. 

The Chairman. I agree with you. 

Gee, you will remember, I talked to you about that, too, 

come time ago «-- that we should not rely on this man in any way ~- 

certainly not unless the State Department and the C.1.A. vouch 

for him, which they will not do. And we had that ~~ that is in 
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people, 2 think 2% tias Me. MeGone whe sadd that. 

Mr. Rankin, That was off the record, My. Chief Justice, you 

remember , 

The Chairwan., Yes. But J am alergic to defectors, and 

IofVst think ve shoulda'lt put cur trust dn any defector unless 

it is known absolutely and positively that he 1s velling the 

truth ~= unless he can be corroborated in every respect. And we 

canrot corroborate this nan ac all. And it would be a tragile 

thirg if we were to rely on him to any extent, and then it should 

later come out that he was a plant or was not a true defector. 

So I think exactly as you do, Jerry. fF would vote on the 

Commission not to use his testimony, when we come to discussing 

it. 

Rep. Ford. to just wanted -- I thought at this point vhat we 

ought to bring it up. And T wanted. you to know, and the other 

Commission reson know, my strong feelings in this regard. 

I am delighted’ to get your reaction. 

When the time comes to make the decision, We will all have wo 

make lt. But we should not start out at this point possibly using 

what we are using of his comments, when dn the final analysis 

it wight be completely unreliable and undesirable. 

Me, Dulles. May I just add that I concur in what you said, 

Me. Chairman, and in what Jerry said, 
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matter in some detail wzitn wy formes colleague’, and they are 

any 

not yet in a position to devermane fas bona TAGES » And < gathered 

fron what they said that it might be some time before they 

would reach any conclusions, if they ever can reach conclusions , 

because in these difficult situations you never cun be entirely 

Sure 

So I think the position that you have taken that we oughe 

not to rely upon this testimony ~~ and I doubt whether we should 

let the name of Mosenko get into the printed report. 

T think there is some question, as TI say, as to whether wes 

shovid in any way refer to Musenko by name. Whetner later we should 

use some of the information, depending upon their judgment as 

to tona fides, that Js a question to pe decided later. 

Mr, Ranicin. Mie, Chief Justice, I think I ought to report 

2 fara) 

to you about the whole situation as far as the staff is concerned, 

80 you will all -- the Comnissioners will be familiar with 

all the facts as I know about 1b. 

We have peen erying to eet an answer from the C.I.A, as 

to what they thought of the bona fides of Mr, Mcsentto for 

some time. And, finally, after we waived, recently, for several 

weeks, they told us they could not come to a conclusion. And we 

then asked them what we could do about this. meberial, 

We have peen furnished it by the f.B.I. in a report of an 

interview some tiine ago and they sald that they Qidn't think we 
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bona fides -- that is the ¢C.7.A. And thoy satd’ they thougat 

We then have the ovroblenm that T think the Comalssivon should 

decide at the proper time, Ghat we will devinitely not use it. 

I think that you need to have some place in a record that will 

be put in Archives, put not available to the public generally, 

except under security precautions, the fact that you did know 

about him. And that you did have this informe tien that you do 

have. And that you decided not to use 1% upon careful sonal devavilon 

ot «he problem. So that the record will be complete. Because 

there will be people, in Light of the fact that this was a public 

defection, that has been well publicized in the press, who will 

voncer why bas was never even called pefore the Commissien, 

I think you will recall that we had the question up of 

whether we would call him for several months now, and we were 

waiting whether We could get any answer from the C.I.A. as to 

whether he was considered reliable before aking that decision, 

Since We could not get any answer in the aeeawnReIvE, there 

was no purpose in bringing his testimony in here under these 

conditions. 

Now, J. just received a call from Mr. Helins this morning 

about it, and he learned that we even had papers that the 

Commissioners were looking at. And the starry felt that the 

Commissioners should bring to the attention -- or they should 

. 
bring to the attention of the Commissioners such information as we 
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had, so tnat you were not in the dark about chat anvrormnaviion in 

considering this whole problem about the Lite in Ruge da . And 

Iie. Helms said that he thought that itv shouldn't even be 

circulated tothe Gonmissioners, for fear it might get cut, about 

the name Mosenxo, and what we had rescived, 

the Chairman. The name Mosenko, you say? 

Me. Rankin. Yes, 

The Sis Trreny Well, that name has been in the paper, 

hasn't 10? 

Mr. Raniedin . As far as the inforniation we have associated 

vith that name is what he was sugees ting. And he said would it 

help if Mr. McCone sent a letter to the Chief Justice as Chairman 

of the Commission asking that no reference to Mosenio be used. 

And I said, "Z think that vould be helpful %o the Commission," 

because then the Gommiad ion-wenid have this position of the 

> 
C.3.A. on record upon which they covld act if they see fit when 

they consider the matter. And so that is what they propose to do. 

The Chairman. Well, my own view is that we should not rely 

to any extent on Mosenko, that: there would be grave danger in 

‘doing so, and I would haveno confidence in anything I might say 

about his tes %lmony. 

We will just discuss that, and we ought to have a meeting 

in a day or two, on a number of questions that have arisen. 

So ve will put that on the agenda. 

Rep. Ford. Very fine. 
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Me, Dulles. I would like to raise the Qucet.on whether 

we would like to have « letter, though, fn our file asking ua 

nov to use i%. Ie might look later to somebody as thougi this 

were an attempt by the C.I.A, to bring pressure on us not to 

use-a certain bit of information. [ don't See@ ~- they can perfectly 

well say there are sensitive reasens for not having this name 

brought up in this connection <- but I hope they ven't say 

', 
we eauld not use it. 

The Chairman. I wonder if they could not say they are not 

y a 

orepaved 0 youch for him, and af they don't vouch for hin, 

certainly Tam now going CO. 

My. Dulles, That is fine. Then we have a justification for 

not using it. 

Now, the testimony, though, might have certain bacteround 

interest for us, pecause there ave. brs possibilities. Either | 

she “ellow js a plant, or there are certaln bona #@ides in the 

case. If he is a plant and saying this, this 1s highly significant. 

We wouldn't use it as the truth, but it might influence our 

thiniclng on certain points. 

Rep. Ford. This, I think, is getting down to tne crus of 

the matter. We cannot pass judgment on the matter of whether 

he is bona fide ov a plant. But it may pe desirable for the 

Commission to indicate that information has been received about 

Mosentto, and what he alleges to know about Oswald's life in the 

Soviie 

  

 



  

  

  

position to Pais judement on 2t. 

But for us to ignove the fact taat on aneney of Our Goveru~ 

ment has a wan who says he knows something about Osvald's dite 

in the Soviet Union, we ought to say sonevthing about it -~- elLther 

say we are not in a position to say ev Ls coliable; Lt inay develop 

what he was or wasn't reliable. But Por us to just ignore the 

fact, when we knew somebody ‘in the Goverment has informer 

Prom a person who was in Russia, and who alleges he tmnovs serie 

thing about Oswald, would be unfortunate. 

The drat. I think the crux -~ I agree with you. And 

I think the erux of the whole watter 18 that the report shoulda 

be clear to the effect that we cannot vouch for the ses tlmony 

of Me .Musenko. 

Isn't that your idea’ 

Rep. Tord, That is right. 

But we perhaps shouldn't ignore the fact that there is some 

information that the Commission is famlidar with. 3 don't know 

quite hov you would phrase it in the report. 

But to ignore it, I think, would be unfortunate. 

The Chairman. Yes. 

I think Lee has got the feel of that thing, and 1% can be 

done. 

We, Rankin. The staff was very much worried about just 

ng it as though we never heard anything about lv, and or
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lon? that    anytping about At jomd ate weuld mayhko arvecs 

our whole report, 

Me, Dulles, FP it has not already been donc, I think it 

mght be well, too, to ask the staff to go over this report 3 

and to wake a brier report to us as to Where this seca with 

others in certain cases -- it seens to me to gee with tihat we 

have -- in certaija cases 1t supplements it, But it might be 

useful to have a brlef study of that kind, and see how mueh it 

gees with other Independent Anformationwe have, and where 1% 

Suppleients, adds to or difvters froin Loe 

Ways. Cne, if he is bona fide, then what he knows oz allegedly 

knows could be helpful. But Jn the alternative, if he-is not 

pona fide, Af he is a plant, we would have to take a imch 

different view at HA he said and why nels here. This wakes 

dquite a difference, 

And XL don't think we can ignore the to alcornatives And 

there are only two of them. And we ought to discuss that in 

the report. 

Me, Dulles. Do you happen to know the date situation, 

4 

as to the date of his defection in relation to the agssa 35 lnation? z 

Me, Rankin, Well, that is me of the things that © inquired 

into, in trying to find out from tae C.I.A. as t whether or not 

hewlght have been planted for the purpose of furnishing this 

Re rages     
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vO the starr that were working in this area «+ } 

4. 

v. Coleran and 

Me, Slawson. And they assured me that he had been what they 

‘call dangled before them, before the assassination occurred, 

for several months, go that they felt that it couldn't have been 

any thing that was connected with the idea o? furnishing a plant 

for this particular ouRWwoRe 

Tam entirely satisfied from what they told me about vhav. 

Now, we don't have that in the record. his is just a 

telepkone conver ion. 

Rep. Ford. Lt is my best recollection that he vias actually 

a defector some time Jn December ~- at a disarmament meeting in 

Geneva, Syitzerland, And the original press releases were to 

the effect that he Was a highly significant catch as far as we 

were consermned, because he was in Geneva with these Soviet 

disarmament experts. 

There was eredt nystery about this particular defection, 

because che novilert Union made sucha protest m= they went to 

Government, as 1 recall, and raised the devil abouw it. a2
 the Swis 

Now, subsequent information has developed that he doesn 't 

appear to be quite as big a catch, if any, as far as we are 

concerned. 

Having absolutely no faith in what the Soviet Union tries 

vo do in these kind of cases, henlght have been dangled for one 

   reason two or three months before the assassina Ee buc pumped 
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the last three weeks suoseduent 

canecihey chat vias as high as he allepedly is, with the mental 

he is supposed to have, could be-very well filled with all the 

in? orn Aton which he ls now giving us dna wefecrence to the Oswald 

Ags i say, 1 ama complete and total skeptic and cynic I 8a 

about these kinds of people, and there would be no better way 

for the Soviet Union ta try and clean its own sisirts than to have 

a hich ranking defector come and discount Couald's importance, 

omald *s signiticance, while he was in the Soviet Union. 

So, in my opinion, We have got to be very hard-holled, 

eynical, skeptical, about Me, Mosenko, and any relasjonshins 

he might have as far as the Osviald case. 

The Chairman. Well, 1 think we are in agreencnt on 2lucst 

everything you says 

(Whereupon, at 10:30 a.m., the Commission vecossed, to 

go into further business.) 
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